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Become a better team
Topics to discuss together
Make sure you have enough
time to discuss the questions.
The more honest and personal
you are the better the
discussions!

Personal
Goals and
expectations

Share something
about yourselves

Level of ambition

Previous experience
(volunteering etc)

Which goals and expectations do we have as a group
for the coming year?

Anything else the group
should know about you?

Follow up

Which goals and expectations do we as individuals
have for the coming year?

How frequent should these
discussions be followed up?

What are our expectations
towards one another?

Team building and non
Chalmers related events?

What do we do when
someone does’nt fullfil
their task?

Time
How do we dispose of our
time?
When, during the day, week,
study period, do we want to
dispose the time?

-How often?
-Which activities? (i.e. dinner, game
night, Boda borg, laser game)

Meetings

Stress

What type of meetings do
we want? (i.e.. formal vs
infomal/discussion based/
decision-based)

What happens when we are
stressed?
How can we observe the
signals and help one another?

Meeting frequency and
meeting length?

How do we act if a
member’s workload
becomes unsustainable?

How do we store our information?
How do we regards discussions/decisions during our
free time?

Which things compete
about our time? What do
we want/have to priortize?
How do we regard our
studies?

Predecessors
How do we regard our
predessors?

Can we accomplish
all goals/ambitions/
expectations on the
allocated amount of time?
How can we prioritiza
between our various goals?

Alcohol

What kind of help would we
like from them?

Round table: What is your
relationship to alcohol
now and before coming to
Chalmers?

What do we want to do for
them?
How do we reagrd the
culture existing among our
predecessors?

Priorities

Conflicts
Previous experiences
How do we want to treat
one another?
How do we want to appear
towards others?
How do we handle internal
conflicts?

How does alcohol affect
ourselves and the group?
What is our responsibility towards eachother or
others?
When is it considered alcohol peer pressure vs “just
kidding around“?
How does alcohol affect
our groups’ reputation and
future recruitment?

Responsibilities
Should the workload be
equally divided?
Which tasks are specific
to a certain role vs common tasks? At what extent
should we help one another?
Shared responsibility

